
The Science of Weather

Air  – Oxygen, Nitrogen, CO2 

Water
Dust – meteors, salt, smoke
Earthscapes – mountain, ocean, forest

+ Solar Energy
heating and cooling + Earth Spin

rotation/revolution

Ingredients - Weather is made in a manner similar to cooking or baking.

= Weather

=



The Atmosphere
A sea of air surrounding the earth

The Atmosphere extends to approximately 180 miles above the surface. After this point it 
fades into outer space.

The Atmosphere is composed of 4 layers:

• The Troposphere - extends from the surface to about 7 miles. All weather (clouds) and life ex-
ists only in a zone of about 3 miles above the surface.

• The Stratosphere - extends from 7 to 30 miles. Jet airplanes fly in this zone of very thin air. 
Ozone which protects the earth from radiation is present in the stratosphere. The Jetstream of 
high speed winds exists in this zone.

• The Mesosphere – 30-50 miles. This zone is extremely cold. Temperatures fall to 90 degrees 
below zero. No aircraft fly in this zone and only the largest helium balloons reach this region.

• The Ionosphere - 50-180 miles. Temperature rise to 900 to 3000 degrees in this region. Mete-
ors burn up in this region and the aurora displays occur here.  

• Begin a discussion of air and the atmosphere by show-
ing the students the large 4 foot diameter earth ball. The 
 atmosphere is a thin layer of air that covers the earth. The 
air is composed primarily of the gases oxygen, nitrogen 
and carbon dioxide. It also contains water. All weather and 
life only exist in a zone of about 3 miles above the surface. 
Demonstrate that this area is like a paper thin skin over the 
earth ball. 

• Discuss that air even though you cannot see it is some-
thing. Blow up a balloon. Air fills and expands the rubber. 
Wave a book, newspaper and a fan and feel the wind 
which is moving air particles



Air is Matter
Balloons and Pinwheels

Radiometer
Sun/Heating causes air movment/winds

Why?
Light energy heats air inside glass. Air atoms move faster and strike 
into each other and the black and white vanes. Heated molecules 
bounce off darker vanes to a greater degree (more energy absorption 
in black/ light color reflects). Air molecules pick up more energy on 
black vanes and kick off them to create spin of vances.

Demontrate that air is something even though we can not see it. Air is made up of very small parts called atoms and  
molecules. Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide are two types of atoms in the air. Blow up balloons. What is making the balloon grow 
larger and larger. Use a Pinwheel and a Fan to show how air atoms are being pushed by the fan and are striking and making the 
pinwheel spin.  Air also contains water. You often see this water condense into clouds when you “see your breath” on cold days 
as a fog. You can also heat water in a pan and watch the water steam go into and disappear into the air.

Position Radiometer in sunlight or under a lamp 
and observe the spinning vanes. Remove it form 
light and heat and the vanes will stop.



Clouds



Making a Cloud
Using the Bulb Cloud Chamber
With the Cloud Chamber apparatus, you can easily reproduce the conditions which produce clouds, rain and fog.

       This experiment uses the ingredients listed below to create a mini weather system.   
  • Air, 
  •Water 
  • Dust 
  • Pressure 

1. Draw a small amount of water into the glass chamber. To do this: insert the rubber tube from 
the large camber into a glass of water. Then squeeze and release the rubber bulb. Water will be 
sucked into the chamber.

2. Next, squeeze and release the rubber bulb several time to charge the chamber with air.

3. Next, compress the rubber bulb and have someone light a match next to the rubber hose. Blow 
out the flame and release the bulb so smoke is drawn into the glass chamber.

4. Close the side clamp on the rubber tube.

5. Compress the rubber bulb again and release it suddenly to create a cloud. Compress again and it 
clears. Repeat

Explanation: The air in the glass chamber is nearly saturated with water vapor since is standing over a water surface in the  
rubber bulb. Upon the introduction of dust particles or smoke - a nucleus for the formation of tiny water droplets is introduced. 

Under high pressure (when the bulb is squeezed) the air can hold a greater amount of water vapor and the chamber is clear.
  
When the pressure is lowered (bulb released) the vapor condenses and form tiny droplets around each particle of dust or smoke.

Draw water  
and smoke 
from match 
through here water is in 

bottom of 
rubber bulb.



Clouds ID and Weather Indications - Forecast 4

Fair weather

Cloud Progessive Change for Warm Front/Low pressure and rain

Cold Front/Warm 
Front battle line
Cummulo Nimbus
Thunderhead cell

Violent weather

Cirrus Ciro stratus
Sun halo

Ciro cummulus
Mackerel sky

Cummulo nimbus
rain cloud

Cummulus

Cirostratus 2
Sun halo

Strato Cummulus
“Leaden” overcastsky



Cold Front/Warm 
Front battle line
Cummulo Nimbus
Thunderhead cell

Measuring the Weight of Air Masses
Barometers and Air Pressure
A barometer is a tool used to measure the pressure or weight of the sea of air that is above us. A barometer is an essential tool 
for forecasting. There are many types of ways to measure the air pressure. One way is to set up a pool and a tube of mercury 
like the one shown to the right. As air pushes down on the pool of mercury if pushes some up in the tube. The average height of 
this column of mercury is around 30 inches. When the level in the tube drops to between 29 and 30, the air pressure is lowering 
and the forecast is usually for rain and/or a storm. When the tube level is rising and goes above 30 inches the forecast is usually 
for clear and dry weather. The Lincoln Park weather station uses an electronic recording barometer that can keep a record of the 
changing air pressure over minutes, days and weeks. Demonstrate showing the graph on the next page. Can you describe the 
weather from “reading” this graph? 

Wind Direction and Weather 
in Eastern Massachusetts

North and NorthWest (N and NW) - Clear, Dry and Cool (Cold in Winter)

West, SouthWest and South (W, SW, S) - Warm and/or Hot, Humid and sometimes Wet

SouthEast, East, and NorthEast (SE, E, NE) – Cool and Wet (NE in Winter = snow)

Knowing the Direction of the Wind is a great help for forecasting the weather. In New England. Use the following guide  
below to help you make forecasts using the Wind Direction from the school weather station.

Winds generally coming from the directions listed below will indicate or be followed by the weather described:



Air Masses



Tools for Weather Forecasting
 

Principal Tools - especially the School Weather Station 

• Air Pressure - Barometer -look for pressure Rising, Falling or Steady

• Air Temperature - Outside - Thermometer

• Wind Direction and Speed - Anemometer

• Humidity

• Northshore and USA Satellite Radar - from the Internet

• High and Low Pressure Maps from Internet or Newspapers

• JetStream Flow Map - from Internet

• Cloud Observation especially the Progression of Clouds



The Jetstream


